
JCM 905 Torque Wrench - Designed for Rugged Field Use
Knurled Grip provides a rugged No-Slip Grip that allows continual pull on the
wrench during tighten process. Manual wrench allows for accurate levels of
torque to be achieved. One strong handle eases use, especially in harsh
environments and inclement weather.

1/2” Standard Drive* accepts any 1/2” standard square socket.

Audible Torque Indicator provides “click” sound that provides immediate
confirmation the proper toque level has been met. Audible click eliminates the
necessity of watching or protecting fragile dials and pointers. Meets the Federal
Specification GGG-W-00686C and is delivered calibrated with an accuracy of
+4%. Adjusts from 10 - 150 Ft. Lbs.

Reverse Action Lever make use simple, the same motion both tightens and
loosens with just a flip of the lever.

Includes storage case. *Sockets not included.

JCM 906 Universal Hydrant Wrench
Adjustable hydrant wrench accommodates pentagon nuts up to 1-3/4” and square
nuts through 1-1/4”. Complete with 3/4” through hole and lug style spanners, the
JCM 906 fits both pin and lug style couplings. JCM 906 handle is 7/8” in diameter
and has a knurled grip making it easy to use when wearing gloves and resistant to
slippage. The 15” long steel handle provides for maximum leverage. Zinc
chromate plated.

JCM 910 Extra Deep Socket Set
Four piece deep socket set includes the popular 1/2” drive sockets sizes 15/16”,
1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4” with a plastic storage case to protect and store sockets
when not in use

JCM 920 Pipe O.D. Tape - 8’ Length
This popular tape has a 8’ blade which has standard inches on the reverse from
the diameter in 100ths. This reversed blade allows a quick and accurate
measurement of the diameter or circumference of the pipe.
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